Block of the Month

September BOM winner: Carol Meyer won 78 “Easy As Cake” blocks.

* For NOVEMBER meeting *

GRAPE BASKET 10” (10 1/2” unfinished)

Fabrics: Background is cream, ivory or ecru print
Basket is brown print
Grapes are mixture of several purple prints

Cut: Background
1 - triangle from 5 1/2” strip, using the Easy Angle cutting tool
   OR 1 - 5 7/8” sq. and sub cut as shown
2 - 3” X 5 1/2” rectangles
8 - triangles from 3” strip and use the Easy Angle
   OR 4- 3 7/8” sqs. and sub cut as shown
Basket
1- triangle from 5 1/2” strip (Easy Angle) OR 5 7/8” sq. and sub cut
Grapes
6 - triangles from 3” strips and use the Easy Angle
Base of Basket
2 - triangles, cut the same size at the grape triangles